Passive force characteristics of an architecturally complex muscle.
In architecturally complex muscles with large attachment areas, it can be expected that during movement different muscle regions undergo different amounts of length excursions. As a consequence, the amount of passive force produced by the regions will differ. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that during movement the vector of the passive force of such a muscle, which defines the magnitude, position and orientation of the resultant force of the various regions, has no fixed position, between the muscle's center of origin and insertion. As a model for an architecturally complex muscle we used the masseter muscle. It was expected that during jaw opening anterior muscle regions are more stretched than posterior regions, leading to an anterior shift of the passive force vector. A three-component force transducer was used to measure both the position and magnitude of passive force in the masseter muscle of 9 rabbits. Forces were recorded during repeated cycles of stepwise opening and closure of the jaw. The muscle exhibited a clear hysteresis: passive force measured during jaw opening was larger than that during jaw closing. With an increase of the jaw gape there was an approximately exponential increase of the magnitude of the passive muscle force, while simultaneously the passive force vector shifted anteriorly. Moment arm length of passive force increased by about 100%. This anterior shift contributed substantially to the increase of the passive muscle moment generated during jaw opening. It can be concluded that in architecturally complex muscles the increase of the passive resistance moment which is associated with muscle lengthening might not only be due to an increase of the magnitude of passive muscle force but also to an increase of the moment arm of this force.